Liberal Education Program Committee

December 1, 2016
9:35-10:50 a.m.
Meeting Minutes

Present: Cindy Simoneau (chair), Polly Beals, Mary Pat Lamberti, Elliott Horch, Wendy Hardenberg (recording), Mike Shea, Rob Page

Call to Order: 9:41 a.m.

Announcements:

- Resha Cardone has been working with the registrar and other people to devise language for adding Sign Language to the LEP Document as fulfilling Multilingual Communication
- Cindy Simoneau will meet with Terri Bennett on Monday about a “punch list” of transfer issues
- LEPC will create list of actual changes that might be made to the Document for discussion

Old Business:

- LEP Document Edits
  - Insert mini tables of contents for various Tiers
  - Consider revising Information Literacy in light of Framework for Information Literacy for Higher Education
  - Interpersonal Effectiveness
    - Remove “twenty-first century” and “has become” to streamline
  - Oral Communication
    - Remove “twenty-first century” and extra “to”
    - Need to look at TAP on this as well
  - Written communication
    - Remove “contemporary society”
  - Creative Drive
    - Add a hyphen to “problem-solving”
  - Cultural Expressions
    - Remove erroneous apostrophe
  - Global Awareness
    - Change “between” to “among”
  - Natural World
    - Change “reasonable scientific protocols” to “accepted”
  - Social Structure, Conflict, and Consensus
    - Add comma after “function” in first key element
  - Intellectual Foundations
• Perhaps change format of this section and provide more context
• Add purpose statement, and maybe key elements

  - Aesthetic Sensitivity
    • Add comma between “music” and “literature” in first line
    • Change discussion point 2 to say just “examining works of art”
    • Add “s” on the end of “experience” to discussion point 6
    • Change discussion point 7 to say “on various scales”

  - Ethical Judgment
    • Add Oxford comma in discussion point 2 after articulate

• Thank you to Elliott Horch for filling in for David Pettigrew this semester!

Adjournment: 10:50 a.m.